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Be a kid, or find a kid, and send a photo of your art : @guptech or on our Fa-
cebook page, group or by email to emilie@guptech.ca. You could win a $50 
CAD GUP Tech gift card. We’ll draw a winner randomly by the end of 
August (August 25, 2023).

Ice
Cream Summer!

Été!
Crèmeglacée
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Our designs are going UV-print now
OUR PEDALS ARE GETTING A LITTLE REVAMPING. LITTLE IN THE SENSE OF MASSIVE...

WE ARE MIGRATING TO UV-PRINTING NOW. WHAT DOES THAT MEAN TO YOU EXACTLY?
Unless you liked us exclusively for the adhesive vinyl that 
I put on pedals, or the unique and hand-made style it has, 
it doesn’t change much.

All the pedals will be assembled by hand, by either 
Guillaume, Samuel or now Marcus (my son), tested by us, 
packaged by us, and tagged by us and the ideas and names 
still come from myself. What is changing is that some, 
soon most, eventually all the designs will eventually be 
printed on the enclosures instead of stuck by me.

Now, with this feature, I can give more depth to my 
drawings, more details and be... crazier! We were a little 
afraid of the result but we received the first units this week 
and it looks awesome! 

The texts will be clearer, smaller and we can put more 
details around the knobs, if needed. You might start to see 
Prof. Pinotte more often there. He was hard to honor with 
decals but he might be UV-genic more!

That time when Prof. Pinotte met Jimi
A good friend of GUP Tech, Stéphane, went to Seattle 
to see Jimi, and he left one Prof. Pinotte pick on the 
large guitar. A part of the ritual around the memorial is 
to leave a guitar pick on the Strat monument to show 
appreciation and farewell to one of the greatest guitar 
player ever. 

We are sure that the Prof liked his trip. Jimi Hendrix 
was one of the first to widely make inspirational uses 
of guitar pedals and the world wouldn’t be the same 
today for us if he wasn’t there. 

PROF. PINOTTE CAN DEFINITELY APPRECIATE SUCH A LEGEND, THROUGH A PICK....


